
CONDUCTING AN 
ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY

The objective of this work is to provide guidance on how to use the Local Food 
Impact Calculator to calculate an impact for a local or regional food project and, once 
calculated, how to interpret your results. The Calculator is designed to estimate the 
impact a local or regional food project, emerging sector, or initiative might have on 
the surrounding economy. It is a useful tool for those who cannot otherwise conduct 
an impact analysis. 

An impact represents a comparison of the change in a community’s economy 
measured before and after a shock, which could be an event or change in behavior 
that occurs at a point in time. In the context of local food systems, the impact might 
reflect the establishment of a farmers market (or a special event at the farmers 
market), the opening of a food hub, or following a media campaign to increase 
awareness of the health benefits from eating fresh fruits and vegetables. 
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The Data and Approach

Custom multipliers for 

local food producers 

were generated using 

a combination of the 

commonly employed input-

output model, IMPLAN, and 

data from the 2014 Phase 

III Agricultural Resource 

Management Survey (ARMS), 

a nationally representative 

survey that targets about 

30,000 farms, providing 

annual, national-level data on 

farm business. 

The multipliers are used 

to create an economic 

impact calculator, where the 

calculated estimate is an 

upper limit of the economic 

benefit of a project to a 

community’s economy. 

Calculating an Economic Impact
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Estimated by  
the Calculator

Estimated by  
the Calculator

Calculated by the 
user based on 
primary and/or 
secondary data 
collection

Total Impact: 
Initial impact plus 

indirect and induced 
impacts.

Indirect  
and Induced Impacts: 

Change in local expenditures in the region 
resulting from initial impact  

(this includes both new, local input purchases and labor 
income spent locally generated by the initial impact).

Initial Impact:
Change in revenue 
resulting from the 
local food project, 
emerging sector or 

initiative.
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Key Takeaways:
*To use the calculator you need to determine 
the region (e.g., state, county) you would like to 
analyze and the total revenue generated by the 
project, emerging sector or initiative you  
are analyzing. 

*The impact value of local food production 
generated from the calculator represents an 
upper bound; it does not take into account ways 
in which existing commercial economic activity 
could decrease nor does it evaluate the feasibility 
of your project.

To use the Calculator you need: 

1. The region you would like to analyze. If this is a county, 
you will need to know the population of the county. 

2. Project value: the total revenue or total output of the 
project, emerging sector, or initiative you are analyzing.

Determine your region based on what could be considered 
a self-sufficient economic unit. Where do people live, work 
and shop? Additionally, consider the target audience for 
your study. If a state agency is funding your study, then 
maybe your state is the appropriate region; if a county 
is funding the study, then maybe your county or a group 
of counties is appropriate; or if you are conducting your 
assessment for a group of producers, maybe the location 
and distribution pattern of the producers define your region 
(Thilmany McFadden et al., 2016).

The value of your project can be determined using either 
primary or secondary data, or a combination of the two. This 
number represents the initial change to the economy that 
you would like to evaluate.  

Examples using primary data:

 » If you would like to estimate the impact of your local 
farmers market to the county’s economy, total sales at 

a farmers market in a specific year would be the value 
of your project. This data can be gathered from market 
managers or from a survey of producers (Thilmany 
McFadden et al., 2016).  

 » If you would like to estimate the impact of a food value 
chain business, such as the opening of a food hub, you 
would need total revenue generated from participating 
farmers that can be attributed to the food hub. One 
common method for gathering this data is through a case 
study analysis (Angelo, Jablonski, and Thilmany, 2016).  

Example using secondary data: 

 » If you would like to estimate the impact of direct-to-
consumer sales (e.g., farmers market, farm stand, 
community supported agriculture) in your region, you 
could use total the value of agricultural products sold 
directly to individuals for human consumption reported by 
county in the U.S. Census of Agriculture available at both 
the county and state level. 

Interpreting Results
The impact value generated by the Calculator represents an 
upper limit of the economic benefit your project, emerging 
sector, or initiative has on your community’s economy. This 
economic benefit includes the initial impact to the local 
economy as well as additional impacts in your community 
resulting from increased spending.  

This calculator does not explicitly net out the potential. 
Consequently, this calculator (and input-output analysis 
generally) is not meant to demonstrate the feasibility of a local 
food project.
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